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IP networks were designed to provide general connectivity. At their advent, routing meth-
ods focused only on finding one optimal path between given endpoints. Although many
solutions to sending traffic via multiple paths have appeared over time, the majority of cur-
rent IP networks are still managed to support only single-path transmissions. This survey
examines various approaches which can provide multipath transmissions in existing IP
networks. Firstly, the most recognizable solutions are presented, and later, less well-known
proposals are introduced. We show how it is possible to realize multipath transmission in
source and hop-by-hop routing, multi-topology routing, bio-inspired routing solutions,
Valiant’s routing, Multi-Protocol Label Switching, Software-Defined Networks, Flow-Aware
Multi-Topology Adaptive Routing, Shortest-Path Bridging, Transparent Interconnection of
Lots of Links, network virtualization, and Multipath TCP. Moreover, the mentioned
approaches are compared, contrasted and subjectively assessed. The goal of the survey is
to show that multipath transmissions can be achieved in the current IP networks and in
many different ways.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wide area telecommunications networks are composed
of a multitude of nodes and links. In the great majority of
cases there is more than one possible path between any
two end-nodes. There are two main benefits of having
the possibility of sending traffic via more than one path.
Firstly, when failures occur, the traffic can be quickly redi-
rected to alternative path(s) and the network maintains
full connectivity. Secondly, although not always employed,
the operator has the opportunity to simultaneously use
two or more paths between given endpoints in the net-
work, thereby increasing throughput between those
points. Load balancing is the natural consequence of
multipath transmissions. Therefore, in this paper, load bal-
ancing, as a form of multipath transmission is also pre-
sented. However, multipath transmissions may also be
used for other purposes, e.g. to differentiate the way traffic
is served in the network. Distinct paths may be used to
meet the requirements of different applications, e.g., use
low delay paths for voice traffic or high throughput paths
for large data transfers. Additionally, customized paths
may be used to meet the requirements of different custom-
ers, e.g., by creating a separate network logically disjoint
from a public network and with its own topology.

Multipath routing is widely exploited in wireless net-
works where the needs and benefits of using them are well
investigated. Several papers including solution surveys are
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available, including [1,2]. Some aspects of the multipath
solutions for wireless networks are also presented in [3].
In wired networks, multipath routing is less popular,
although various technologies enable such solutions. The
capabilities of multipath routing in wired networks have
been underestimated in past years. However, the major
reason for this low popularity is a belief that multipath
solutions impose significant scalability and complexity
problems. Multipath routing requires a relatively more
complex network design, optimization and maintenance.
Additionally, automated network management and config-
urations are more challenging.

Solutions for multipath transmissions have been pro-
posed for years. The author of [4] proposed a routing algo-
rithm which enables multipath transmission and
minimizes the overall packet delay in the network. The
routing tables are updated independently based on infor-
mation about delay to destination nodes. One of the main
features is that during all phases of the algorithm the net-
work is guaranteed to be loop free, even in transient peri-
ods. The algorithm is similar to the one used in the
Advanced Research Projects Agency Network [5]; however,
instead of minimizing only a packet delay, it minimizes the
overall delay of all messages transmitted in the network. A
class of algorithms based on the method presented in [4]
was proposed in [6]. The algorithms allow to find an opti-
mal quasi static routing. They utilize second derivatives of
the objective function proposed by Gallager and ensure
high speed of convergence and almost insensitivity of per-
formance to variations of external traffic.

The congestion-oriented shortest multipath routing
protocol was proposed in [7]. The authors present the pro-
tocol which enables multipath routing in packet-switched
networks that minimizes the probability of congestion and
also decreases packet delays. The protocol is based on
packets which are routed on a hop-by-hop basis. Packets
are accepted in the network only if there exists at least
one path to the destination node which is able to transfer
this packet within a finite time. Each router in the network
reserves a buffer space for each destination and forwards
the packet along one of multiple loop-free paths. Two met-
rics are used – a short-term metric based on hop-by-hop
credits to reduce a link delay and long-term metric based
on path delay to minimize end-to-end delay. Moreover,
the volume of incoming and outgoing traffic on all router’s
interfaces is observed. Based on these values, it is possible
to choose the best possible paths to the destination node.

An evolutionary architectural framework named BANA-
NAS, which enables multipath capabilities which can be
leveraged at different levels in the networking stack was
proposed in [8]. In this model, end hosts initiate flows
and map them to outgoing interfaces. Several end-to-end
paths may be provided by the network through the inde-
pendent upgrades of selected nodes, possibly placed in dif-
ferent administrative domains. An upgraded node may be
aware of only a subset of available paths to destination
nodes. BANANAS provides a concept and specifies building
blocks to realize this model.

The authors of [9] proposed an iterative algorithm to
organize multipath transmission in a network. The pre-
sented solution guarantees that transmission demands
are achieved. However, it differs from other algorithms
presented above because it does not minimize total delay
in the network but aims to minimize maximum delays of
flows. The theoretical analysis and the results of performed
experiments presented in the paper confirm the usefulness
of the proposed solution.

Multipath routing introduces an extra overhead to the
network as well as a control plane and data plane of routers
[10]. An overhead in the control plane encompasses
increased storage and computation requirements. The for-
mer stems from the need to store more information on net-
work topology and paths. This information needs to be
updated. Solving optimization tasks and computing new
paths increase the computational requirements. In turn,
the path discovery process may require sending additional
control traffic and thus imposes additional bandwidth
requirements. Path computation and network mainte-
nance may require additional network monitoring and
measurements. The overhead in the data plane encom-
passes processing overheads related to packet marking or
labeling as well as mapping packets to respective paths.
More router memory is needed to store larger forwarding
tables. In some solutions there is also some network over-
head due to the need to stack extra labels or headers in
packets.

A survey of possible approaches to multipath routing
accompanied by a discussion of various types of overheads
related to them can be found in [10]. The authors discuss
various generic concepts and some possible technologies
enabling multipath routing with a relatively low overhead.
They focus on layer 3. Both intra- and inter-domain
approaches are discussed. In contrast, our paper focuses
on concrete solutions available at different layers and pro-
vides a wide-reaching survey. Some aspects of multipath
transmission to solve the routing and wavelength assign-
ment (RWA) problem in transparent optical networks in
layer 1 are considered in [11].

In this survey we present, compare and contrast the
solutions (protocols, technologies or algorithms) which
allow network operators to send traffic between two nodes
via multiple paths. Throughout the paper, we consider
multipath transmission as a transmission where two or
more disjointed paths are used to transmit data between
given endpoints. Paths disjointness is considered from
the point of view of the layer in which a given solution
operates. For example, a network/Internet layer solution
must provide multiple paths which are distinctively differ-
ent in this layer. Paths do not need to be fully disjointed.
However, at least one node (link) must be different in each
path. The presented solutions concern only wired net-
works and unicast transmission. Additionally, we do not
venture into physical layer solutions to divide traffic into
physically disjointed paths as can be done in the optical
layer. We have also limited our consideration to multipath
mechanisms in a single domain (single autonomous sys-
tem). The multipath solutions related to inter autonomous
system communication is out of the scope of this paper.
Therefore we do not deal with inter as multipath solutions
such as: various BGP-related solutions, LISP [12] and ILNP
[13]. The goal of the survey is to show that multipath
transmission can be achieved in many different ways. We
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Fig. 1. Presented solutions divided into layers in which they operate.
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also investigate the benefits, drawbacks, possibilities and
difficulties associated with each presented approach.

We focus our description on nominal situations; how-
ever, potential multipath transmission enhances network
resilience, i.e. successful recovery from failures. Primarily,
without failures, traffic flow is sent using the working path,
but one or more backup paths can be precomputed and
used when a failure occurs. Such immediate switching
from primary to precomputed backup paths is called ‘‘pro-
tection’’. A more sophisticated mechanism when backup
paths are computed online after failure occurs, using infor-
mation about network state and specified optimization
framework, is also used, and is called ‘‘restoration’’. Resil-
ience can be a part of a protocol, e.g., for Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS), or can be supported by a manage-
ment framework.

The solutions presented in the paper are divided into
Sections based on the layer in which they operate. Fig. 1
shows the described solutions. We start with Section 2
where we analyze solutions that work in the most natural
layer in terms of path selection, i.e., the Network layer from
the OSI/ISO model or the Internet layer from the TCP/IP
model. The following solutions are described: load-balanc-
ing in source routing and in hop-by-hop routing protocols,
multi-topology routing, bio-inspired solutions, Valiant’s
routing, MPLS,1 Software-Defined Networking2 and recently
proposed Flow-Aware Multi-Topology Adaptive Routing.
Next, three methods from the data link layer are presented
in Section 3, namely: Shortest Path Bridging (SPB), Transpar-
ent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL), and network vir-
tualization.3 The last section introducing new approaches,
1 Although MPLS is not strictly a network layer architecture, it was
included here as its functions related to multipath routing are best suited to
this Section.

2 We decided to describe Software-Defined Networking at network layer;
however, we are aware that while packets are switched at this layer, the
management by a central controller is performed at the application layer.

3 Similarly to MPLS, network virtualization may not be considered as a
strict data link layer solution; however, its functions related to multipath
transmission are best suited to this Section.
Section 4, is devoted to transport layer solutions in which
there is one representative, i.e., Multipath TCP (MPTCP).
After having shown all the approaches, we compare and
contrast them in Section 5. Section 6 conveys the authors’
prediction of how the presented multipath approaches will
develop in the future, after which the paper is concluded.
2. Network/Internet layer solutions

In this section we describe solutions that operate at the
Network/Internet layer. The network layer means the third
layer of the OSI/ISO model, while the Internet layer means
the second layer of the TCP/IP model. We begin with legacy
IP solutions – hop-by-hop and the source routing. We also
describe how the load balancing works. Next we explain
how to organize the multi-topology routing and concepts
of bio-inspired solutions and the Valiant’s routing. At the
end of this section, we present the multipath concept in
MPLS and in Software-Defined Networks. Since MPLS is
usually described as a layer 2.5 protocol, we decided arbi-
trarily to analyze it in this section. Even though the man-
agement of Software-Defined Networks is performed at
the application layer, we decided to describe the multipath
possibilities of such networks in this section. The reason is
that packets are switched at the network layer. Finally, we
present the Flow-Aware Multi-Topology Routing mecha-
nism which is a novel solution for realizing multipath
transmission at the network layer.

2.1. Legacy IP solutions

Packets in a network may be routed in several ways. In
this section we describe two concepts of routing of packets,
i.e., source routing and hop-by-hop routing. In source rout-
ing, the available paths to destination nodes are estimated
in source nodes, and the best are chosen. The identifiers of
the nodes across such paths are written to packet headers,
and based on them the packets are forwarded in a network.
Source routing can be classified as strict of loose. In the for-
mer, a packet must contain information about all the hops
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on the path. In loose source routing only some of the inter-
mediate nodes are specified: a packet is routed from one of
them to another and must visit all the intermediate nodes.
Between the specified nodes, respective routers individu-
ally decide where to forward the packet.

Each source node estimates the best paths individually
and may use many criteria and algorithms to do so. How-
ever, a source node must have access to full routing infor-
mation for each link belonging to a path. As the described
process takes time, packet processing time in the source
node is increased. Moreover, the size of a packet header
increases rapidly with the size of the network. While each
node in a network is aware of all paths to a destination
node, it may choose several paths for packet transmission
between two nodes. In this way, the concept of multipath
routing may be implemented in networks with source
routing.

The idea of hop-by-hop routing is very simple. A deci-
sion about packet forwarding is taken by each router inde-
pendently. This means that a source router, based on the
available data in a network, chooses the next node with
the minimum metric on the path to the destination node.
Next, routers must make a decision based on the same
assumption. Each node in a network maintains a routing
table with next hops for all destinations. The tables are
updated, either periodically or if a change occurs in a net-
work topology. The packet header in this concept is much
smaller in comparison to the source routing because pack-
ets do not have to carry the full forwarding path.

A routing protocol is a formula that specifies how rou-
ters communicate with each other. Particularly, routers
disseminate information which enables them to select
paths (routes) between any pair of nodes of a telecommu-
nication network. There are several routing protocols used
in current networks, such as Routing Information Protocol
(RIP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), and Intermediate
System to Intermediate System (IS–IS). Although they
operate differently, the final outcome of their operation is
the routing table, which is used by the routers to forward
packets to proper interfaces.

When a router learns multiple routes to a specific net-
work, it installs in the routing table only the one with
the lowest cost (or metric). Standard router operation
forces it to use only this route to forward all the packets
to this network. More advanced devices can balance the
traffic over multiple paths. Such a function, referred to as
‘‘load balancing’’, is equipment-specific and is not stan-
dardized by the routing protocols. However, as shown
below, certain types of load balancing cannot be used with
every protocol.

2.1.1. Equal-cost and unequal-cost load balancing
Whenever a router finds multiple paths with the same

cost to a destination, all those paths can be used to balance
the traffic. In this approach, called ‘‘equal-cost load balanc-
ing’’, only those paths are taken into account. The number
of paths used is usually limited by the number of entries a
routing protocol puts into the routing table. Depending on
the device, its manufacturer, capabilities and software ver-
sion, this number can vary from 1 (no load balancing),
through typical 4, to 16 and even more in some extreme
cases. Traffic is distributed equally among these paths.
Such behavior is a standard load balancing technique and
is supported by all major routing protocols and many
device manufacturers. Note that packet forwarding mech-
anisms in routers do not have a vision of a path. Rather,
they see a list of interfaces that supposedly provide access
to a certain destination with a given cost. Nevertheless, the
term ‘path’ is used here not to overcomplicate the
discussion.

Contrary to the presented approach, unequal-cost load
balancing can use multiple paths of different costs. It
means that apart from the optimal path (with the lowest
cost), some sub-optimal ones can also be used. The vari-
ance4 parameter instructs the router how close to the opti-
mal path (in terms of cost) other paths need to be in order
to be considered for load balancing. For example, this
parameter can force the router to put all the paths whose
cost is not greater than 200% of the lowest path’s cost into
the routing table. Although this is not obligatory, traffic
can be distributed proportionally to the costs of the paths.
For example, when two paths are taken into account with
the costs of 1 and 2, respectively, the better path (with the
cost of 1) will receive twice as much load as the second
one. In [14] the authors propose an algorithm which makes
it possible to assign different weights to the links. As a
result, the routing protocol may distribute traffic among
all available paths to the destination node proportionally
to the weights assigned to the links in the network, and
thereby to the costs of paths between the source and desti-
nation nodes. The weights may change dynamically, e.g.
according to the available link capacity or to the physical
distances. The analysis presented in the paper shows that
it is possible to support as much as twice the amount of traf-
fic in a network. However, a limitation of this solution is that
it is necessary to know the traffic matrix before computing
the link weights in a network.

Although, in principle, the above-mentioned approaches
work almost identically, in practice there is a difficulty in
implementing unequal-cost load balancing. When routers
use only optimal paths (regardless of how many are found)
to route traffic, all paths are guaranteed to be loop-free,
because all of them are on-par with respect to the total path
cost. If there are multiple paths of unequal cost, loops can
occur easily. Fig. 2 explains this issue. Let us suppose we
want to route traffic from R1 to R3. Let us assume that there
are two feasible paths: one directly to R3, and the other via
R2. The cost of the primary path is 10, whereas the cost of
the secondary path is 60. Therefore, it is reasonable to start
balancing the traffic in the proportion 6:1 favoring the pri-
mary path. However, a problem appears when R2 imple-
ments the same mechanism, as it will balance the traffic
destined to R3 in the proportion 30:40. This means that a
significant quantity of packets will be forwarded back and
forth between those routers. The situation is worse if R2
does not support load balancing, as it will bounce all the
traffic back, since a route through R1 is its primary path
to R3.
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Fig. 2. A network with three routers in a triangular topology; numbers
represent link costs.

Table 1
Per-destination and per-packet load balancing comparison.

Load balancing

Feature Per-destination Per-packet

Routing
decision

Based on destination
address

Based on link utilization or
round-robin

Packet order Preserved Not preserved
Link

utilization
Usually unequal Equal

Route
caching

Possible Not possible

Requirements Memory and
processing power

Processing power
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Given the explanation it is easy to see that equal-cost
load balancing can be established in all routing protocols,
whereas unequal-cost load balancing is more challenging
to implement. Out of all widely available Interior Gateway
Protocols (used inside autonomous systems), only IGRP
(obsolete) and EIGRP support unequal-cost load balancing.
They use other metrics, such as: Advertised Distance and
Feasible Distance to find alternative paths. These indicators
ensure that a chosen path will never lead to a loop [15].
However, the authors of [16] clarify that the operation of
EIGRP might lead to unpredictable and sometimes undesir-
able effects such as route flapping and instability.
2.1.2. Per-destination and per-packet load balancing
Load balancing makes it possible to establish several

paths to the same destination and use them in the packet
forwarding procedure. The traffic is distributed among
the available paths. Given multiple equal-cost paths exist
a router can balance traffic across them in several ways.

Load balancing can be realized in a per-packet or per-
destination manner. Per-packet load balancing means that
a router sends one packet to a certain destination network
over the first path, the second packet to the same destina-
tion network on the second path, and so on in a round-
robin manner. In per-destination load balancing, a router
distributes the packets based on the exact destination
address, not the destination network address. Given two
or more paths to the same network on which load balanc-
ing is active, all packets to the exact destination A go over
the first path, while all packets to the exact destination B
go over the second path, and so on. There are advantages
and disadvantages to both of these approaches.

Table 1 compares per-packet and per-destination load
balancing. In per-destination load balancing the routing
process is performed based on more information which
can be found in the routing table. In addition to the list
of possible target interfaces, a router needs to know to
which particular one the packet is to be sent, as the process
needs to be consistent. Therefore, another table, which typ-
ically uses hash functions, is usually required. Such a table
is not needed in the case of per-packet load balancing,
where a router chooses an interface in a round-robin
manner, or simply the one that is least loaded. This also
guarantees that traffic is always distributed equally.

In per-destination load balancing, packet order is pre-
served because all the packets belonging to a certain desti-
nation address follow the same path. However, the fact
that per-packet load balancing does not preserve packet
order (which is obvious) is not its biggest disadvantage.
More important is the fact that route caching cannot be
used with per-packet load balancing. The route cache, also
known as fast switching is a technique which is still used
in some routers or in other environments, such as Linux-
based operating systems, to accelerate packet forwarding.
The route cache stores recently used routing entries in a
fast and convenient hash lookup table, and is consulted
before the standard routing or forwarding tables, depend-
ing on the vendor. If a matching entry is found, the packet
is forwarded and a respective table is not inspected. Unfor-
tunately, because the route cache information includes
only one outgoing interface, balancing the traffic is not
possible.

Nowadays, modern devices do not usually use route
caching. Instead, a forwarding table is constructed based
on the information taken from the routing table. Devices
that use forwarding tables to process packets do not
observe the mentioned limitation and can be used to real-
ize per-packet load balancing.

Additionally, when per-packet load balancing is config-
ured to use the least congested link, monitoring the link
loads is required. Although this ensures equal utilization
of the links, it is a processor-intensive task and it directly
impacts the overall device forwarding performance. This
form of per-packet load balancing is not well-suited for
higher speed interfaces.

As we can see, the load balancing techniques may be
used for realizing the multipath concept in a network. In
this solution, it is very easy to find several paths to a des-
tination node and to transmit packets through them.

2.1.3. Other possibilities
Hop-by-hop routing is applicable for many solutions.

One of them is multipath routing in networks with connec-
tionless services dynamically adapted to congestions [17].
The proposed routing uses two metrics. The first, called
‘‘short-term’’, is based on hop-by-hop credits to reduce con-
gestion over a given link, while the second, called ‘‘long-
term’’, relies on an end-to-end path delay to estimate and
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reduce delays from a source to the destination node. The
main idea of such a solution is that a packet intended for
a given destination may enter the network if, and only if,
there exists at least one uncongested path (with sufficient
resources) to ensure its delivery within a finite time. More-
over, the routing protocol ensures that all paths are loop
free.

The multipath concept realized by implementing hop-
by-hop routing is also presented in [18]. In the paper, a
new routing primitive (path splicing) that makes it possi-
ble to construct network paths by combining multiple
routing trees (‘‘slices’’) to each destination over a single
network topology was proposed and analyzed. In this solu-
tion, packets may be switched between trees in any net-
work element along their paths to destination nodes. To
do this, only a small number of bits in packet headers
needs to be changed. The simulation results presented in
the paper show that for intradomain routing using slices
generated from perturbed link weights the proposed solu-
tion is reliable and approaches the best possible paths
using a small number of slices. Moreover, the increase of
latency is small and no adverse effects on traffic in the net-
work are observed.

Research into multipath hop-by-hop routing has been a
hot topic for researchers for many years. In 2008, the new
protocol Penalizing Exponential Flow-spliTting (PEFT) was
proposed as an alternative to OSPF, which is one of the
most representative hop-by-hop routing protocols [19].
PEFT splits traffic over multiple paths with an exponential
penalty on longer paths and achieves optimal traffic engi-
neering in a network. It is shown in the paper that the
new protocol increases capacity utilization by 15% in com-
parison to OSPF. Moreover, the time needed to compute
the best link weights is significantly reduced.
R 4

R 2
R 1

R 5
R 3

Fig. 3. MTR – two link topologies; different link colors represent distinct
topologies. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2.2. Multi-topology routing

Multi-Topology Routing (MTR) allows each router in a
network to maintain several valid routes to the same des-
tination over a single IP infrastructure. This increases the
possibilities of spreading traffic towards a destination over
multiple paths. Multi-topology routing may be used by
service providers to engineer traffic in their networks.
The topology structure is configured statically.

Different types of traffic flows traverse networks, with
different requirements for each. For instance, it is expected
that voice traffic will go through links with low latency, jit-
ter and packet loss. File transfer traffic should be trans-
ferred though links which offer high bandwidth. When
multi-topology routing is used, the flows of two traffic
types can follow paths which traverse selected links that
can differ completely even if source and destination
addresses are the same.

For the purpose of setting up a few different topologies,
operators can use multiple OSPF or IS–IS instances (if rou-
ters support them). Each instance maintains a separate link
state database and builds a separate routing table for each
link topology. The router interfaces may belong to different
topologies. This approach is inefficient; each protocol
instance maintains its own link state database and
adjacencies, and sends its own Hello messages. The MTR
extension for routing protocols overcomes these problems.

In the MTR approach, a few different link topologies can
be defined. Starting from a basic topology, containing all
active links, one can specify which links (a subset of the
basic topology) belong to a specific topology dedicated
for some types of traffic. The same link may belong to a
few topologies (Fig. 3). Links belonging to the basic topol-
ogy are marked with continuous lines. Selected links are
also members of other topologies, which are depicted by
different dotted lines. When a new topology is created,
the total number of routes is increased by the number of
routes established in each new topology.

The IP packet entering a router is examined to deter-
mine which topology should be used. For instance, the
DSCP field can be used for traffic assignment to one of
the defined topologies. Separate forwarding tables are used
for these topologies; a particular packet can be forwarded
in accordance with the specific topology if the destination
address exists in the appropriate forwarding table. The
content of each routing table used by separate topologies
is calculated independently and transferred to the appro-
priate forwarding table. Information about a link topology
membership should be propagated by the routing protocol
in the whole network. Fig. 4 shows the MTR basic forward-
ing model. When a packet arrives at the incoming inter-
face, the specific fields are examined. If the packet
marking matches a topology criterion, the associated for-
warding table is consulted, the next hop for that topology
is determined, and the packet is forwarded. If there is no
forwarding entry within a topology, the packet is dropped.
If the packet does not match any classifier, it is forwarded
to the base topology.

Routing protocols such as OSPF or IS–IS support MTR.
The OSPF extension for multi-topology routing (MT-OSPF)
is standardized [20]. For IS–IS protocol multi-topology sup-
port (M-ISIS) is also standardized in [21].

In MT-OSPF, an identifier (MT-ID) is defined for each
topology. It is configured on routers and must be consis-
tent among all routers belonging to the same topology.
One instance of the MT-OSPF can be used for information
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propagation for all topologies. The OSPF link state adver-
tisement (LSA) carries the MT-ID which uniquely identifies
the topology. The MT-ID value is copied into the unused
service field of the LSA.

The routers exchange topology-specific link state adver-
tisements describing the properties of each link. The LSA
describing particular links contains the MT-ID and the
metrics which are specific for a link in the particular
topology.

IS–IS supports multiple topologies by defining new
Type-Length-Values (TLV). They have additional fields for
the multi-topology identifier MT-ID. The multi-topology
TLVs are used to advertise a router and interface topology
membership.

2.3. Bio-inspired routing

A set of concepts and several routing protocols that are
conceptually based on observation of animal behavior have
been proposed. Bio-inspired algorithms have many appli-
cations to solve optimization problems, including finding
routing paths, in wired and wireless networking. They also
have applications outside networking. This paper focuses
only on their applications in finding paths in wired net-
works and multipath routing support. The family of nat-
ure-inspired protocols is usually classified into two main
groups: swarm intelligence (SI), and evolutionary algo-
rithms (EA) [22].

2.3.1. Swarm intelligence
Swarm intelligence based protocols are conceptually

categorized into two groups: based on ant colony or bee
colony behavior while foraging for food.

The majority of applications of swarm intelligence-
based algorithms can be found in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANET), wireless sensor networks (WSN) and wireless
mesh networks (WMN) [23]. They are outside the scope
of this paper. SI algorithms for wired networks are less
popular and therefore not as thoroughly investigated.
However, some solutions which enable multipath routing
have been proposed.

Ants are able to find the shortest path to a source of
food by using a form of indirect communication called
‘‘stigmergy’’. Ants foraging for food leave pheromone trails
on their paths. When going back to the nest ants also leave
pheromones, but their concentrations may depend on food
quality. Additionally, pheromones evaporate over time.
Ants going back to the nest along a shorter path reinforce
the pheromone faster than ants choosing a longer path.
Other ants are attracted by the pheromone and are likely
to follow a path with a more intense pheromone concen-
tration. As a result, the swarm of ants tends to choose
the shortest path leading to the best food source in a
steady state. It has, however, been shown that success in
finding the best path is only statistical and sub-optimal
paths are also possible.

Such behavior inspired the authors of the first ant-based
routing algorithms [24,25]. The Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) metaheuristic is fundamental for routing protocols
proposed since then [24,26]. The basic idea is to implement
artificial ants that pass along network paths, collect infor-
mation, and deposit virtual pheromones at network nodes
(routers). In practice, the ants are implemented as agents,
usually special types of signaling packets (implementation
details depend on the given protocol). Each router main-
tains a pheromone routing table containing numbers that
represent pheromone concentration related to each desti-
nation node – outgoing link pair. The decision on forward-
ing the packet through a given link depends on its final
destination and current pheromone concentration. The root
element of ACO is stigmergy, although appropriate phero-
mone control is a key issue in the development of routing
protocols enabling efficient finding of an optimal path,
offering dynamics and adaptivity to changing network
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conditions (e.g., failures or congestion), and avoiding stag-
nation of topology. The main pheromone control mecha-
nisms include: evaporation, aging, limiting and smoothing
pheromone, and privileged pheromone laying (for more
details see [22,27]).

Fig. 5 shows an example of a pheromone routing table
for node R4. It has two neighbor nodes: R3 and R5. All
other nodes can be reached via these neighbors. The suit-
ability of a path to each possible destination leading
through each neighbor is represented by the pheromone
concentration stored in the table. Nodes may also store a
matrix known as the statistical parametric model, which
can be used by the ant-routing algorithm for pheromone
control and routing decisions. Fig. 5 shows a matrix for
node R4 starting a triplet of parameters for each destina-
tion. The parameters could be as follows: an estimated
average trip time to a destination, standard deviation,
and the best measured trip time between R4 and the given
destination [24,28].

ACO-based routing protocols offer single-path or multi-
path routing. The single-path routing protocol examines a
pheromone table and, for a given destination, chooses an
outgoing interface with the highest concentration of pher-
omone – that is, the shortest path in terms of the metric
used by pheromone control. Since the pheromone concen-
tration is constantly changing, e.g., due to varying network
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Fig. 5. Example of a network with ACO based routing; node R4: phe
conditions, once a new interface achieves the highest con-
centration of pheromone, the new best path is used.

Multipath routing can be realized in various ways. In
the simplest approach the outgoing interface is chosen
with a probability proportional to the pheromone concen-
tration. Such an approach was proposed in the AntNet algo-
rithm to provide load balancing on a per-packet basis [24].
If several routes are available for a given destination the
number of selectable ones may be limited to perhaps two
or three with the highest pheromone concentration. Pack-
ets or flows are routed over selected interfaces with the
probability proportional to the pheromone concentrations
or distributed statistically equally over them. Such an
approach is robust against failures and allows for load bal-
ancing. If one of the links becomes unavailable or con-
gested, the related pheromone concentration decreases.
Then the probability of routing traffic over this link
decreases (to as low as zero in the case of link failure),
although other routes are still available and active. One
ACO metaheuristic based solution that enable multipath
routing is AntNet-FA [22].

The second group of approaches assumes the existence
of multiple types of ants. Several independent ant colonies
exist, each of which recognizes only its own type of pher-
omone. Routers maintain multiple pheromone routing
tables. The resulting solution is similar to MTR, since each
R 2

R 3

(a)

)

romone routing table (a) and statistical parametric model (b).
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type of ant may in fact create its own topology. Different
ant colonies may use distinct metrics and be dedicated to
different types of traffic, specific constraints, etc. This
approach was widely exploited in several proposed solu-
tions for enabling load balancing (e.g. Multiple Ant Colony
Optimization (MACO) [27]) and QoS routing (e.g. AntQoS
[29] or AntNet-QoS [30]). The latter integrates the AntNet
approach with Differentiated Services (DiffServ). Each class
of service may be dedicated to a separate ant type and cre-
ate a distinct topology. Ant type may be bound with DSCP.

The second group of SI solutions is inspired by the nat-
ural behavior of honey bees, including such activities as
foraging and mating. A Bee Colony Optimization (BCO)
metaheuristic has been proposed in [31]. The best known
multipath routing protocol proposed within this group
for wired packet networks is BeeHive [32]. One of the
design principles of BeeHive was the ability to find and
maintain multiple paths between node pairs. Similarly to
ant-based protocols BeeHive routers maintain routing
tables storing information on neighbor nodes that may
be used to reach a given destination with a metric express-
ing a quality of each path. Paths are discovered by bee
agents. The network is divided into foraging zones and
non-overlapping foraging regions. Two types of agents are
used to create and maintain them as well as exploring
the network and collecting information on the quality of
links: short distance bee agents and long distance bee agents.
Agents estimate the quality of each discovered path (a
delay is usually used as a metric). Information about link
quality is stored in an intra foraging zone routing table.
Each node also stores a inter foraging zone routing table
that maintains values of the quality metric for reaching a
representative node of a foraging region. Finally, foraging
region membership table provides mapping of known desti-
nations to foraging regions. The algorithm does not need
global network information. It works with a local view of
network topology discovered by short distance bee agents
that collect local information within a foraging zone. This
approach makes the protocol scalable in terms of network
overhead, processing power and algorithm complexity. The
network overhead introduced by bee agents is below 1%
while the complexity is claimed to be lower than in OSPF
[33].

The BeeHive algorithm is similar to ant colony-based
solutions. One of the main differences is that the route dis-
covery policy is deterministic rather than probabilistic. The
selection of the next hop for a data packet (choosing from
multiple possible paths) can be either probabilistic or
deterministic.

2.3.2. Evolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) have been inspired by

natural evolutionary processes of living beings. Some rout-
ing protocols based on EA have been proposed. Similar to
ant-inspired solutions they are capable of providing multi-
path routing. The network is explored by agents launched
at network nodes. Agents discover candidate paths and
evaluate their quality. The evolutionary algorithm is
responsible for the selection of best paths and supporting
dynamic changes to avoid stagnation of established rout-
ing paths. The algorithm operates on individuals, chromo-
somes and genes [22]. An individual is a solution generated
by an evolutionary algorithm; it represents the path found
between a given source – destination pair. It is a string that
consists of a sequence of nodes from source to destination.
A chromosome is a new solution discovered by an agent. It
is a sequence of nodes traversed by the agent. Finally, a
gene is part of a node sequence. The quality of a given
chromosome (expressed as e.g., trip time or hop count) is
evaluated by an agent going back from destination to
source node along the sequence of nodes represented by
the chromosome. Then the algorithm tries to find new
solutions (individuals) using the following three operators:
selection, crossover, and mutation. The selection operator
finds n best individuals from the previous generation for
replication in the next generation. Those best individuals
evolve in the next step, while poor solutions are forgotten.
The crossover operator exchanges partial solutions (genes)
between selected individuals and newly found chromo-
somes. Finally, part of the solution of an individual is
mutated randomly. In this way, best paths found in previ-
ous generations are kept, but crossover and mutation
ensure that new paths are found and stagnation is avoided.
Poor routes are deleted. This algorithm enables finding
multiple paths. Some realizations support multipath rout-
ing. Examples of the implementation of the EA algorithm
for routing are Genetic Adaptive Routing Algorithm (GARA)
[34] and Synthetic Ecology of Chemical Agents (SynthECA)
[35]. The latter is capable of realizing multipath routing.

2.4. Valiant’s routing

Valiant’s load balancing for processor interconnection
networks was introduced in [36] and the recent results
for scalable routers with performance guarantees were
presented in [37,38]. In [39], the concept of Valiant’s load
balancing for backbone network design was analyzed. It
assumes that the outgoing interface may be randomly
selected among all non-congested ports. The solution
works only in a fully-connected logical mesh network.
However, the links may not be physical connections but
may also be implemented by tunnels or an overlay
mechanism.

Valiant’s load balancing routing assumes that traffic is
sent over two-hop paths and, therefore, it is very easy to
estimate the aggregate traffic which enters and leaves
nodes. Each packet entering a backbone network traverses
two links between ingress and intermediate nodes and
between intermediate and egress nodes. All traffic is
spread equally among all available links in a network and
flows are load-balanced in ingress nodes across all avail-
able two-hop links to egress nodes. This solution is easy
to implement in nodes where only one additional table is
needed to send packets to the proper ports and to track
the available paths. While such a solution ensures maxi-
mum usage of available capacity in a network, it has one
main disadvantage. Packets of flows are delivered to desti-
nation nodes through different paths and as a result may
reach egress nodes in undesirable sequences. This problem
may be solved by hashing flows and blocking transmission
of packets which belong to the same flow through different
paths. However, this simple way of providing multipath
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transmission is invaluable when failures occur in a net-
work. In such a case packets are easily redirected to other
paths. Failure recovery and restoration is as fast as failure
detection at a single router.

An example of a network with Valiant’s routing scheme
is presented in Fig. 6. The routers are connected one to
another by physical or logical links. The two-hop possible
paths from R1 to R4 are presented with dotted lines.

Such a concept is radically different to routing methods
currently used in backbones. However, it ensures predict-
able and guaranteed performance, even in the case of a
network element failure or when a traffic matrix changes.
Moreover, in networks with Valiant’s routing, convergence
time after a failure is very short, which supports transmis-
sion of real time applications. Another advantage is the
minimum capacity needed to ensure maximum link usage
in comparison to other architectures [39].

The described solution appears to be similar to MPLS;
however, the techniques are different. Valiant’s load-bal-
anced networks are fully automated, while in MPLS the
paths need to be set and torn down, usually before trans-
mission starts. Moreover, MPLS needs complex protocols
to switch paths when failures occur.

Valiant’s load balancing is considered for use in Open-
Flow [40] switches as an element which allows it to
increase speed of traffic [41].
2.5. Multipath routing in MPLS networks

MPLS [42] is a popular networking technology and has
been used for several years. With MPLS, the idea is to label
ingress IP packets based on their destination address or
other preconfigured criteria. These labels enable the rou-
ters to forward the traffic by looking at the label and not
the destination IP address. The MPLS labels are advertised
between routers so that they can build label-to-label
mapping.

Together with path establishment protocols such as
RSVP-TE, MPLS is essentially a technology for establishing
Label Switched Paths (LSPs) between any pair of routers
in a network domain [43]. In an MPLS network, ingress
routers may establish one or more paths to a given egress
in the MPLS domain. While multiple LSPs are available, the
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Fig. 6. Example of a network with Valiant’s routing (paths for traffic from
R1 to R4 are indicated).
goal of the ingress node is to distribute the traffic across
the LSPs so that the network utilization and the network
performance perceived by users are enhanced.

2.5.1. Load-balancing algorithms in MPLS
To balance the load in MPLS networks, both static and

dynamic algorithms are available. Generally, methods uti-
lizing traffic statistics, linear programming, and analytical
approaches for determining traffic assignment are used
for traffic assignment in a multipath environment.

In the first group of algorithms, historical traffic statis-
tics collected over time are used to determine LSP topology
and distribute traffic over multiple paths [44]. Such calcu-
lated LSPs typically change on a relatively long time-scale,
and do not attempt to adapt to unpredictable traffic varia-
tions or changing network conditions.

The algorithms based on linear programming are used
to optimize offline flow allocation in MPLS-traffic engi-
neering (MPLS-TE) networks [45]. In such optimization
methods some goal functions, such as minimizing conges-
tion, bandwidth consumption and operational costs, can be
considered.

The third group of algorithms use analytical approaches
for determining the traffic allocation to individual paths.
Such a method was adopted e.g. in [46], where a stochastic
framework based on an M/M/1 queuing model is pre-
sented. Within this framework, a set of parallel edge dis-
jointed LSPs is modeled by parallel queues.

The dynamic load balancing algorithms in an MPLS
multipath network utilize dynamically changing network
status information in order to determine the set of LSPs
to be used in traffic delivery and/or traffic proportioning
among those paths.

An approach where both above the mentioned pro-
cesses are performed is used in the MPLS optimized multi-
path (MPLS-OMP) solution [47]. At the MPLS ingress router
an algorithm is applied to select additional paths if conges-
tion persists in the current path set. Then, the traffic split-
ting ratio is adjusted and the traffic load is distributed over
the newly updated path set. A similar mechanism was pro-
posed in [48]. In this approach, when the shortest path
between the considered ingress and egress is congested,
the developed algorithm is used to find a low load sub-
shortest path for the congestion path, based on the band-
width utilization and the topology.

However, most dynamic load balancing algorithms pro-
posed for MPLS networks assume that the set of candidate
paths for an ingress–egress pair is fixed. The main goal of
such algorithms is to avoid network congestion by adap-
tively balancing the load among multiple paths. Traffic
assignment to the established LSPs may be based, for
example, on measurement and analysis of path congestion
[49,50].

Some dynamic load balancing algorithms distribute
incoming traffic based only on the average LSP delay mea-
surements [51]. However, such delay-based measurements
cannot reflect the congestion state accurately in networks
with low-speed and high-speed links. In this kind of net-
work environment it is difficult to determine whether
the source of the measured delay is the speed of a link or
heavy network traffic.
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To overcome these problems, some algorithms which
utilize more network parameters were proposed. Most of
these distribute incoming traffic based on directly mea-
sured metrics such as the number of hops, LSP delay, and
packet loss probability [52,53]. Such algorithms distribute
traffic among LSPs according to the measured parameters
of each LSP adaptively, which can avoid congestion results
from shortest path forwarding in traditional IP routers.

The authors of [54] propose the end-to-end Self Protect-
ing multipath (e2e SPM) which protects flows in MPLS
after a network element failure. They assume that after a
failure, traffic may be redirected to more than one backup
path, and may be distributed among several backup paths.
As a result, multipath routing makes it possible to save
backup capacity needed in the event of failure. The authors
explain that the proposed solution is easy to configure and
no signaling is needed. Simulation analysis presented in
the paper shows that in comparison to OSPF, e2e SPM
needs just 20% of the OSFP extra bandwidth in case of fail-
ure in the analyzed topology. Moreover, the proposed solu-
tion is faster to respond to failure than OSPF.

2.5.2. GMPLS support for multipath
An important (and somehow natural) extension of the

MPLS framework is the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (GMPLS) [55] open set of networking and
switching protocols. In contrast to MPLS, which is dedi-
cated exclusively to packet switching, GMPLS extends
switching capabilities to time division multiplexing
(TDM), layer-2 switching, wavelength switching, and
fiber-switching.

The wide selection of path establishment proposals in
MPLS is complemented by the Path Computation Element
(PCE) proposal [56]. The PCE concept is a flexible solution
designed for path computation in MPLS and GMPLS net-
works. The main goal of PCE is to compute a path in large,
multidomain and also multilayer networks using any spe-
cific model, metric and interworking architecture. Typical
usage of PCE assumes the implementation of a single entity
per domain, i.e. supporting a decentralized approach. How-
ever, for complex multidomain networks the centralized
model is also considered but is difficult to implement in
practice, due to computational and signaling limitations.
The PCE concept allows multipath computation in order
to make load sharing possible and improve resilience.

The PCE concept is loosely defined as a whole; however,
any specific proposed solution needs to be fast, optimal
and scalable, making it possible to spread the path compu-
tation efforts among cooperating PCEs with an option to
reoptimize. They also need to be robust against network
instability and situations when computation of paths satis-
fying the required set of constraints is not possible [56].
The PCE concept and architecture was recently completed
by the specially-designed Path Computation Element Com-
munication Protocol (PCEP) [57], allowing functional inter-
working among PCE instances located in different domains.

2.5.3. Multiprotocol Label Switching Transport Profile
Multiprotocol Label Switching Transport Profile (MPLS-

TP) aims to enhance the Operation, Administration and
Maintenance (OAM) functions that are insufficiently
addressed in the MPLS. These functions aim to make MPLS
comparable to SONET/SDH and OTN in terms of reliability
and monitoring capabilities. An MPLS-TP network should
be operated in an SDH-like manner, and a network man-
agement system (NMS) should be used to configure con-
nections. Connection management and restoration
functions, however, can alternatively be provided utilizing
the GMPLS control plane protocols which are also applica-
ble to the MPLS-IP data plane. According to [58], the ECMP
load-balancing must not be performed on an MPLS-TP LSP.
Such LSPs may operate over a server layer, where load-bal-
ancing is supported; however, it must be transparent to
MPLS-TP. In [59] the recommendations for anyone who
plans to define an application to run over an MPLS network
and who wish to avoid packet reordering as a result of the
ECMP load-balancing are presented. The recommenda-
tions, which are in fact an Internet Best Current Practices
for the Internet Community, rely on inspection of the IP
version in packet headers. The goal is to avoid multipath
transmission of packets of one flow, which may cause
packet reordering or not acceptable jitter.

2.6. Software-Defined Networking

Software-Defined Networks (SDN) become more and
more popular in currently performed research and in real
networks. The fundamental assumption of SDN is the abil-
ity to program the external software controller which is
responsible for traffic engineering in the domain. More-
over, the interfaces should be open and able to serve sig-
naling traffic generated by different protocols. As the
authors of [60] noticed, SDN have the ability to dynami-
cally modify network parameters and to enable multipath
transmission. It is possible to change connectivity in e.g.
data center networks every few minutes or even seconds.
As a result, the priority traffic may be sent to the destina-
tion node through paths with minimum delay. The central
controller is able to select paths based on information
about flows received from the network or from the appli-
cation. In some network services the load balancing possi-
bility is more than welcome. Usually, online services are
replicated on at least two hosts. For the reliability, avail-
ability and efficiency reasons the load balancing is very
useful. In SDN it is possible not only to implement basic
functionality of load balancing but also to engineer the
traffic at flow level. This gives a wide spectrum of possibil-
ities to manage traffic sent through different paths.

Multipath transmission in SDN can be realized in many
ways. For example, the authors of [61] propose a new solu-
tion based on SDN which integrates Dynamic Load Balanc-
ing Multipath (DLBMP) with the congestion control
algorithm. In the proposed mechanism the information
about the link load from edge routers is directly sent to
the central controller which controls admission procedures
of incoming traffic. As a result, source nodes can react fas-
ter to traffic load in a network and the probability of packet
losses is minimized. Moreover, as traffic can be distributed
through many paths, the bandwidth is utilized better.

Software-Defined Networking architecture is also
applied in a private WAN – B4, which is a network connect-
ing Google’s data centers around the globe. This network
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has a unique characteristics: huge demand on bitrates,
diverse traffic and the necessity to provide full control.
Such specific requirements led the network administrators
to the conclusion that Software-Defined Networking is a
good choice to manage their network [62]. As a result,
the multipath approach implemented in the network
allows for around 70% utilization of links in the network.
This results in 2–3x efficiency improvements in relation
to standard WAN. Moreover, it is possible to prioritize
the selected traffic according to its needs.

SDN is currently perceived as a hot research topic. Many
scientists and engineers work on new mechanisms and
improvements of existing ones which work based on the
Software-Defined approach. One of the most popular
issues are related to multipath transmission.

2.7. Flow-Aware Multi-Topology Adaptive Routing

Flow-Aware Multi-Topology Adaptive Routing (FAM-
TAR) is a new proposal for realizing multipath transmis-
sion in IP networks [63,64]. This solution, as the name
implies, performs traffic management based on flows. A
flow may be identified in any way, e.g. based on source
and destination addresses, source and destination ports
and transmission protocol. Each router in the network is
equipped with flow forwarding table (FFT), where at least
identifiers of flows, identifiers of outgoing interfaces and
flow time stamps are written when the first packet of a
flow arrives at the router. Time stamps are updated with
each consecutive packet of the flow. The identifiers of
flows are added to FFT based on current routing table
maintained by the routing protocol. The content of the
routing table changes dynamically according to the status
of outgoing links connected to the router. When a link in
the network becomes congested, its cost is changed to a
high value and the proper information is propagated by
the routing protocol. As a result the paths containing such
a link in most cases will be replaced with new ones (with
lower total cost). On the other hand, when a link becomes
uncongested, its cost is changed to the original value and
new flows may be accepted on paths which contain such
a link.
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The operations on FFT are illustrated in Fig. 7. Three first
flows sending traffic from S to D are accepted in the direct
link between R1 and R3. After acceptance of the third flow
this link becomes congested and its cost is changed to
1000. Then, the fourth flow is accepted on the path through
R2 with total cost equal to 2 (lowest in the network). All
flows accepted before the link cost change, remain on their
path. New flows, however, such as flow 4, use a new path.

One of the challenges of FAMTAR is how to make a deci-
sion that a link is congested. One possibility is to observe
link load, packet drops or delays. However, such estima-
tions should be performed in real or near real time. As a
result the complexity of the algorithm is greater than in
routers used currently. Moreover, FAMTAR routers must
have enough computational resources to ensure proper
operations in the network. The main goal of FAMTAR is
to improve transmission parameters in the network. The
authors of [65] noticed that in highly loaded network, all
paths to the destination network may be congested. In
such a case all new flows are accepted on the path initially
selected by the routing protocol – when all links were
uncongested. To solve this problem, the admission control
mechanism was proposed. It allows for acceptance of new
flows only in links which are not congested. In more
advanced version of this algorithm, also presented in
[65], the border router may decide whether to accept a
new flow or not based on the total cost of the available
path. The simulation results confirm that FAMTAR is an
efficient mechanism and allows to significantly improve
transmission parameters in the network.
3. Data link layer solutions

Currently, the predominant technology for exchange of
data at the link layer is the Ethernet [66]. The Ethernet
standard is extremely popular in LAN networks. Ethernet
is also starting to be used in metropolitan and wide area
networks. Such proposed standards as IEEE 802.1ad, IEEE
802.1ah or IEEE 802.1ag, alongside the possibility of send-
ing data at 40 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s speeds, facilitate the
introduction of the Ethernet in carrier networks. An
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important feature tackled by Ethernet standardization
bodies is the ability to carry synchronization signals for
mobile backhaul networks. Synchronization provided by
the Ethernet may vastly speed up widespread introduction
of the standard in some transport networks.

The technology is well known, understood and widely
implemented. However, new approaches to control Ether-
net forwarding have been proposed recently. The designed
solutions vastly improve the functionality of the Ethernet
including the ability to provide multipath routing.

3.1. Shortest Path Bridging

Taking multipath routing into account, one of the most
important standards is IEEE 802.1aq [67]. This standard
specifies Shortest Path Bridging (SPB) of unicast and multi-
cast frames as well as the protocols to calculate multiple
active topologies. SPB reuses the IS–IS routing protocol
[68,69] which is proved to be scalable, well understood
and well behaved even in large networks. The extension
of the IS–IS protocol to operate in Provider Backbone Bridg-
ing, i.e., enhanced Ethernet standard, is minimal. The aim
of SPB is to provide the ability to operate in large networks
e.g., in a 1000-node Ethernet network. In SPB, simulta-
neous use of multiple equal shortest paths is ensured.
The SPB sets up at least one shortest path tree (SPT) in a
node. So far 16 diverse tunable shortest paths between a
pair of nodes are allowed. However, this number may be
extended further. The identification of a tree is based on
a VLAN ID (SPBV) or a MAC (SPBM) address. If the VLAN
ID is used then well-proven MAC learning is preserved. If
MAC addresses are used to distinguish trees, then MAC
learning is turned off and a forwarding database is com-
puted from the IS–IS database. However, it should be noted
that in this case the IEEE 802.1ah standard, known as a
MAC-in-MAC, must be used. Ethernet is extremely vulner-
able to well-known problems with looped frames. There-
fore, the port of arrival of a frame is audited to check
whether frames arrive at the port leading to the station
with a given source address.

Data is assigned to a given path at an ingress node. Traf-
fic assigned to a path may be based on the service or other
criteria, according to the operator’s preference.

So far, the IEEE 802.1aq standard does not ensure per-
flow or per-packet load balancing between a pair of end
stations unless these end stations use unique VLAN identi-
fiers for each flow. A new working group was created in
order to allow the use of multiple next-hops for frames
within a single service in the SPBM network. The group is
working on the extension of the SPB standard and is titled
IEEE 802.1Qbp – Equal Cost Multiple Paths. The work is
currently ongoing [70].

3.2. Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links

Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL),
standardized by the IETF, is a solution for transparent uni-
cast shortest-path frames routing at the link layer [71].
Implementation of the TRILL should make it possible to
diminish one of the main drawbacks of Ethernet networks,
i.e., excessive and not optimal usage of some links. With a
spanning tree established in an Ethernet network, frames
are sent or aggregated to small subset of available links.
All other links are unused in order to avoid creating loops.
The latest spanning tree protocols, both proprietary and
standardized, make it possible to build more than one tree;
however, the number of trees remains low, and a signifi-
cant amount of configuration is needed. Moreover, using
the spanning tree protocols may lead to vast changes of
the tree, and the path may be switched as a result, even
if the change in the network is small. Such changes usually
take time to propagate and converge. In the approach pro-
posed by the IETF TRILL Working Group (TRILL WG), an
attempt to combine strengths of link and network layer
protocols is made. The TRILL should make it possible to
improve path efficiency and stability of data paths. More-
over, it is able to use more than one path between a pair
of nodes [72]. The TRILL is not limited to the Ethernet stan-
dard, and it may be implemented in other link layer tech-
nologies such as the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). The
specification of TRILL for the PPP protocol is published in
[73]. The TRILL WG specifies the Routing Bridges (RBridg-
es) which make it possible to use link state routing in a
VLAN-aware network when used with the TRILL protocol
[71]. The RBridges run a link state routing protocol
between them to gather and distribute information about
the network. Subsequently, the link state routing protocol
computes a pair-wise optimal path for unicast traffic.

An example of conveying a frame in a network with an
implemented TRILL protocol is shown in Fig. 8. When an
end user frame is received by an edge RBridge (named as
RB1 in Fig. 8), it is encapsulated by two headers: the TRILL
and Outer Ethernet header. The TRILL header is composed
of the Ingress Nickname of an ingress RBridge, the Egress
Nickname for an egress RBridge and hop count, among oth-
ers. The TRILL Nicknames are based on the IS–IS IDs and
the hop count is used in a similar way as a Time-To-Live
(TTL) value in IP packet.

The Outer Ethernet header is a typical Ethernet header
and includes source and destination MAC addresses, an
optional Tag, and the Ethertype (set to a new TRILL value).
The MAC addresses in the Outer Ethernet header are chan-
ged on a path from a node to another node to reflect the
source address of the transmitting node and the destina-
tion address of the receiving node. On the link from RB2
to RB3, the source and destination addresses in the Outer
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Ethernet headers are RB2 and RB3 MAC addresses, respec-
tively. Therefore, from a frame forwarding point of view, an
RBridge behaves as a network layer node by replacing the
link layer header. Additionally, the value of the hop count
in the TRILL header is decreased. It should be noted that
Frame Check Sequence (FCS) must be updated on encapsu-
lation, decapsulation and every TRILL hop due to changes
in the Outer Ethernet header source and destination
addresses and the value of hop count.

At the edge of the TRILL network (RB4 in Fig. 8), the
egress RBridge decapsulates the frame by removing the
Outer Ethernet and TRILL headers.

In the ingress and egress RBridges, the MAC addresses
of end stations are learned. In an ingress RBridge the for-
warding is performed on the basis of data gathered from
the IS–IS protocol: the egress RBridge is selected, the TRILL
header is built next, then the Outer Ether header is added,
and the frame is sent to the next node on the path from the
ingress RBridge to the egress RBridge. In a transit RBridge,
the forwarding table built on the basis of the IS–IS protocol
is used to find the next hop, compose the Outer Ether
header, and decrease the hop count; finally, when FCS is
updated, the frame is sent towards the destination. In the
egress RBridge, the Outer Ether and TRILL headers are
removed from the frame, an outgoing interface is sought
in the MAC address table, and the frame is transmitted to
the destination. Both RBridges and traditional bridges
without implemented TRILL protocols may be used in a
network. In such cases, traditional bridges are transparent
to RBridges. The TRILL uses an extended IS–IS protocol to
select a path for a frame. Using the IS–IS simplifies the
implementation of the TRILL protocol since it may run
directly over the link layer without a need for IP addresses.
Moreover, the IS–IS protocol uses the Type-Length-Value
concept, hence it may be easily adapted to new needs.
The option to use multiple paths in a TRILL network is pro-
vided by the IS–IS protocol. As a result, the outcome is rel-
atively similar to the network with the SPB standard.

3.3. Link aggregation group

The concept of Ethernet link aggregation or bundling
has been used by vendors for several years. Various solu-
tions have different methods of aggregation. This leads to
certain problems with aggregation between nodes pro-
duced by different vendors. Therefore, in 2000, an exten-
sion to the traditional Ethernet protocol was
standardized. The newest version of the standard was pro-
posed in 2008 [74]. The standard defines the option to
combine several physical links into a bundle known as a
Link Aggregation Group (LAG) [74]. A LAG is seen as a sin-
gle link by a MAC Client layer. The LAG makes it possible to
increase bandwidth utilized to carry data between a pair of
nodes. Using LAG, bandwidth may be increased more line-
arly than by order of magnitude, as it is performed with
each generation of Ethernet physical layers standards.
The traffic may be shared among all links in a group; how-
ever, it is not spread on the path but on the link level.
Moreover, link aggregation enhances resilience, since data
may be moved from one corrupted link to another in a
group. This is a significant improvement: without this
functionality it is not possible to use more than one active
link, since an extremely dangerous Ethernet loop is cre-
ated. The IEEE standard [74] does not specify a mandatory
distribution algorithm for selecting a link from a link
aggregation group; however, any used link selection
method should ensure that frames disordering and dupli-
cation are avoided. A wide spectrum of parameters is gen-
erally utilized by the distribution algorithm, including
source and destination MAC addresses, reception port,
Ethertype, network layer source and destination addresses,
and transport layer port numbers. It should be noted that
the LAG does not increase the bandwidth for a single flow,
but it means that a high bandwidth with multiple flows
transported between a pair of nodes can be achieved.

The link aggregation group can be constructed automat-
ically using the Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)
standard, a proprietary solution, or manually. The standard
specifies that a LAG may be created using links with the
same speed and with a full-duplex mode only. A device
with an active LACP waits passively for an invitation to cre-
ate a LAG, or actively requests a peer to create LAG [74].
Some vendors include an option of building link aggrega-
tion which starts in a node and ends in two other nodes.
Such aggregation is sometimes known as the Multi-Chassis
Link Aggregation Group (MC-LAG). It is possible to create
such link aggregation by using a proprietary protocol to
ensure appropriate data transport, coordination, and deliv-
ery. From a single device point of view, the other end of the
MC-LAG is usually seen as a single node, even though there
are two distinct nodes. Several types of MC-LAG are used.
Sometimes all links are in active mode and convey data;
in other cases some links are in active mode, while others
are used in case of failure of an active connection. The
exact specification of MC-LAG operation is vendor specific
and access to the specification is usually restricted. There is
no standard for MC-LAG.

It should be noted that implementation of the LAG
makes it possible to increase bandwidth on a link between
a pair of directly connected nodes. It is a limited solution in
comparison to the SPB or TRILL, since the mechanism is
more multilink than multipath.
3.4. Network virtualization

Virtualization is considered to be an approach aimed at
using physical resources for many purposes; resources are
allocated using software solutions. Virtualization was orig-
inally introduced in computer science in order to allow
many applications to use a single machine. Virtualization
is a fundamental concept for grids and cloud computing.
It has also recently been considered to be an important
innovative technology for Next Generation Networks.
There are many types of virtualization, depending on what
kind of resources are ‘‘virtualized’’, i.e., split and used sep-
arately by the created substructures. As a result, it is possi-
ble to have virtualized hardware, memory, data, software,
desktops and networks. In network virtualization, physical
resources are split using subaddressing and dedicated con-
nections to create isolated paths and, as a consequence,
virtual networks.
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Virtualization itself does not introduce multitopology
routing, but enables the creation of many virtual topolo-
gies above the same physical resources and, as a further
consequence, sending traffic over multiple paths.

A second generation of virtualization systems was ori-
ented towards network resources, such as bandwidth (as
well as output buffer or packet schedulers). For the split-
ting of node resources such as processing power, storage
and RAM, there is dedicated software known as ‘‘virtual
machine manager’’ or ‘‘hypervisor’’. Virtualization of net-
work resources was accomplished in an intrinsically con-
sistent way in ATM using VP-level bandwidth
partitioning. The successor of ATM, the MPLS technology,
also utilizes the concept of virtualization by running
advanced routing and constraint-based routing (CBR).

Currently we are also observing the introduction of the
virtual router concept, where physical routers are split into
several virtual instances. Another emerging solution is
transport virtualization which means running a virtual
environment over protocol-agnostic transport.

3.4.1. Virtual network provisioning
The general drawback of virtual network provisioning is

resource splitting into virtual networks (VN). This problem
has received much attention in recent years. Virtual net-
work provisioning creates a multi-topology environment
and does not support multipath routing directly. Rather,
it enables the running of different and separated paths over
physical links. Splitting of physical resources (also known
as ‘‘substrate resources’’) into virtual instances can be done
in a flexible way, using formal optimization methods with
chosen goal functions. As an example of a complete frame-
work for virtual network provisioning we refer to [75,76],
describing both theoretical and computational aspects of
this process.

Network virtualization provides a way to run multiple
architectures simultaneously on a single infrastructure
enabling the sharing of a physical infrastructure between
many virtual networks with varying characteristics. This
approach also provides a clear separation of services and
infrastructures [77]. Multiple challenges are associated
with the deployment of network virtualization in an oper-
ator infrastructure.

As has already been mentioned, the allocation of phys-
ical resources can be optimized with regard to different
chosen goal functions. Such functions mainly consider per-
formance issues (e.g., minimizing link bandwidth occu-
pancy, CPU computation power or transmission delay).
Virtualization also supports energy-efficiency (which is
in-line with the concept of green networking) since physi-
cal resources are used for many (virtual) instances, and can
also be oriented towards additional targets, such as secu-
rity (e.g., node reliability, link encryption).

3.4.2. Transport virtualization concept
The previously described concept of network virtualiza-

tion (NV), based on sharing network resources, has
recently been enhanced towards the concept of transport
virtualization (TV) [78]. The difference between network
and transport virtualization involves creating virtual
resources in TV rather than just sharing resources, which
was a fundamental concept for NV. The creation of
resources in TV can be done in a flexible way, by combining
multiple transport resources which can be of the physical
or virtual type, and such resources can even belong to dif-
ferent providers. At first, physical or overlay resources are
combined in order to constitute an abstract data transport
resource, which is then split into virtual transport paths.

The concept of transport virtualization is further
enhanced by a mechanism known as ‘‘concurrent multi-
path’’ (CMP) transmissions, which means using few paths
simultaneously. CMP enhances resilience and increases
throughput of transport; it also potentially introduces
out-of-order packets and thus involves buffering at the
destination. The buffer size required to deal with out-of-
order packets can be dimensioned using an analytical
model proposed, for example, in [78].

Virtualization of network and computational resources
is a fundamental paradigm in the current evolution
towards IT environments implementing joint concepts of
intelligent, software-defined and flexible networking. Spe-
cific solutions such as grids, clouds and Software Defined
Networks are the main targets. They provide improved
resilience, efficiency (also energy efficiency), robustness
and configuration flexibility in networks.
4. Transport layer solution

Path selection is naturally associated with layers 3 and
2 from the OSI/ISO model, therefore most multipath
approaches operate in those layers. However, multipath
transmission is also possible in layer 4. This may be diffi-
cult to imagine at first, as layers 4 and above have nothing
to do with the path through which data is transported.
Nevertheless, creating a multipath transmission is possible
in layer 4, and Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [79] is the best
approach for this.

MPTCP is an IETF version of the TCP protocol which sup-
ports concurrent transmissions. The idea is that one TCP
session supervises two or more standard TCP sessions,
thereby making it possible to use several paths for data
transmission under the same TCP connection with all its
benefits. MPTCP relies on the prerequisite that at least
one of two devices has multiple logical interfaces with
the network and therefore has more than one IP address.

Fig. 9 illustrates a typical scenario in which MPTCP can
be useful. Two hosts, A and B, communicate with each
other. Both hosts provide two disjoint connections to the
internet, and thereby two IP addresses. As a result, they
can be reached by connecting to each of those addresses.
There are, therefore, up to four different paths between
the hosts: A1! B1, A1! B2, A2! B1, and A2! B2.
Although this scenario involves four possible paths, the
MPTCP protocol can be used when at least two are avail-
able. The created paths are disjointed at least at the edges.
The protocol cannot guarantee full disjointness; moreover
the level of disjointness is unknown.

This scenario may sound artificial at first; however, it
has applications in the mobile market and in wired net-
works. For example, smartphones can usually use two sep-
arate interfaces: 2G/3G/LTE and a WiFi connection. When
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using MPTCP, smartphones benefit from increased
throughput and improved resilience. Throughput is
increased even for a single transmission, as one TCP stream
can be separated into two subflows and sent via different
paths, thereby utilizing the sum of the available bitrates.
Resilience is improved by the fact that if one of the inter-
faces loses connection for whatever reason, the other can
seamlessly take over. The connection is maintained,
although additional throughput is lost. When the broken
connection is reestablished it can be used by the protocol
again, seamlessly to any transfer already in progress.

Fig. 10 shows the layered architecture of MPTCP. MPTCP
supervises standard TCP sessions, known as ‘‘subflows’’, to
provide the transport per path. The underlying network is
unaware of this operation and treats each subflow as a reg-
ular TCP connection. The MPTCP-specific information is
also carried by the standard TCP connection. This way,
backwards compatibility is maintained. In order to manage
the subflows, MPTCP implements the following functions:

� Path management: this is used to detect multiple possi-
ble paths between devices. It scans for the presence of
multiple IP addresses and signals this information to
the other side.
� Packet scheduling: this function divides the data

received from the application into segments which are
then transmitted on one of the available subflows. This
function depends on the path management to find
available paths. It is also responsible for re-ordering of
packets received from different subflows.
� Subflow interface: a component that takes segments

from the packet scheduler and transmits them over
the specified path. To ensure delivery and to maintain
compatibility, a standard TCP is used to maintain data
in a subflow.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of standard TCP (left)
� Congestion control: this is used to coordinate conges-
tion control functions of the standard TCP-managed
subflows. When one subflow is suffering from conges-
tion, instead of decreasing its bitrate, excessive data is
transferred to another subflow.

The idea of MPTCP is simple and straightforward,
although in reality there are difficulties. The authors of
[80] expose certain problems and provide means of opti-
mization to improve performance. As mentioned, MPTCP
is particularly applicable in the mobile market [81], where
multiple interfaces are commonplace. However, MPTCP is
also used in wired applications, e.g., in large data-centers,
where is it important to provide constant availability with
the highest possible bitrate [82,83]: the two main benefits
of using MPTCP.
5. Comparison and contrast

The paper presents ten approaches in which it is possi-
ble to provide multipath transmissions. Some were
designed driven by the notion of multipath transmission,
whereas in others this was in fact a byproduct. All the
approaches are different in many ways; they were
designed at different times and for different purposes.
Moreover, they use various technologies and mechanisms.

The purpose of this survey is not to show advantages or
disadvantages of using one technology or another to pro-
vide multipath transmissions, although such conclusions
are easy to draw. The main goal is to show that although
it is rarely used, multipath transmission can be achieved
in many existing architectures. Furthermore, no additional
actions are usually required to use multipath transmission.

In this section, we compare most of the presented
mechanisms and point out their major differences. We
omit the LAG from the comparison due to fact that this
method only data to be sent through several links; as such,
the solution is more multilink than multipath.

We start by showing the maturity of each solution, and
examine whether it is well known and widely imple-
mented, whether it is still at research stage or somewhere
in between. Afterwards, we describe how the routing is
realized and how the multiple paths are established, and
where and how those paths can be chosen. Finally, we
Application

IP IP

flow (TCP) Subflow (TCP)

MPTCP

and MPTCP (right) protocol stacks.
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define the requirements associated with each mechanism.
We show how the signaling information is passed, and
assess the overall mechanism complexity and the time
scale in which paths are established.

5.1. Maturity of multipath mechanisms

All routing solutions described in previous sections are
compared in Table 2. We analyze whether a particular
method for packet routing is under research or whether
it is implemented in devices that are available on the mar-
ket. The source routing approach had been analyzed in
depth in literature. Currently, this method for packet rout-
ing is available in some devices, although it is rarely used
(mostly in small topologies). However, it is still of interest
to some researchers. The hop-by-hop concept is widely
used by several routing protocols. While this is a stable
solution, research is currently ongoing. Although multi-
topology routing was originally proposed several years
ago and is now available, it is the subject of ongoing
research. Bio-inspired and Valiant’s routing are not cur-
rently available, and research interest in these solutions
is moderate. The multipath in the MPLS solution has been
the subject of analysis and development for several years,
and a significant number of researchers are still working
on this topic. The mechanism of packet routing in
Table 2
Maturity of multipath mechanisms.

Multipath in . . .

Transport layer MPTCP
Network/Internet layer Source routing

Hop-by-hop routing
Multi-topology routing
Bio-inspired routing
Valiant’s routing
MPLS
Software-Defined Networking
FAMTAR

Data link layer SPB
TRILL
Network virtualization

Table 3
Comparison of multipath mechanisms.

Routing type

Algorithm/Protocol Strict Lo

Transport MPTCP a

Layer
Source routing X X

Network/ Hop-by-hop routing X
Multi-topology routing X

layer Bio-inspired routing X
Valiant’s routing X
MPLS X X
Software-Defined Networking X X
FAMTAR X

Data link SPB X
TRILL X
Network virtualization X

a Lower layers are responsible for routing.
multipath MPLS is widely available and utilized. Soft-
ware-Defined Networking is a hot research topic now. This
technology is currently available in devices present on the
market. FAMTAR is a new routing technology proposed in
2014. It is still under research and not yet available com-
mercially. The SPB solution was standardized on 29 March
2012. So far, several vendors claim that the SPB standard is
supported in their products. Similarly, several vendors sup-
port the TRILL solution. Network virtualization is also a hot
topic in telecommunications. The method makes it possi-
ble to create virtual networks within a single architecture
and to send selected traffic through fixed paths or based
on a routing algorithm within a virtual network. MPTCP
is still under research but first implementations started
to appear. For example, it is included in Apple’s IOS7, it is
also available for Android and Linux-based systems.

5.2. Set-up features of multipath mechanisms

Table 3 provides a brief comparison of the proposed
algorithms, taking into account routing type (strict or
loose), path choice (ingress or core), and path setup (cen-
tralized or distributed). In strict routing, the signaling
procedure is used which specifies the path, node by node,
that must be visited by packets on the way to the desti-
nation node. This path does not need to follow the lowest
Research Market availability

Some interest Available
Some interest Widely available
Stable solution Widely available
Some interest Available
Some interest Not available
Some interest Not available
Constant interest Widely available
Hot topic Available
New proposal Not available

Some interest Available
Some interest Available
Hot topic Available

Path choice Path setup

ose Ingress Core Central. Distrib.

X X

X X
X X

X X
X X

X X
X X X

X
X X
X X

X X
X X
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cost path. In contrast, loose routing represents a proce-
dure in which selected nodes must be visited by packets
on their path to the destination. The shortest path is used
between the specified loose nodes. In general, a path may
be composed of segments which represent loose routing
and the strict routing rule. The proposed categories cover
long-term development of network solutions combining
fundamental engineering concepts and their implementa-
tion due to the level of computational power, program-
ming languages and networking.

The first column compares whether a decision about a
routing path is strict or can be influenced by additional fac-
tors. Multi-topology routing, Bio-inspired routing and Val-
iant’s routing are proposed for loose categories, supporting
flexibility of decision-making within the network. On the
other hand, in hop-by-hop routing and in FAMTAR the
paths are strictly chosen based on information available
when transmission of traffic begins.MPLS is the protocol
that has both features, i.e., strict and loose routing
(described in MPLS as loose and strict hops). Also in source
routing and in Software-Defined Networking it is possible
to make a strict or loose decision on routing. In source
routing it is possible to define a whole path for packets
or only its part. In Software-Defined Networking a routing
decision depends on a central controller functionality.The
column presenting path choice shows where the routing
decision is elaborated in terms of the administrative orga-
nization of the network, domain or AS (at the border or
within the network). The case of routing decisions taken
at an ingress node is source routing, since in this case the
decision is made at the origin of the route. Most protocols
only use path choice in the ingress node in order to stabi-
lize and avoid problems such as loops or excessive delays.
Four examples of path choice made within the network are
hop-by-hop (fundamental concept), FAMTAR, SPB, and bio-
inspired routing. The third column presents how path set-
up is accomplished. In this category most solutions are dis-
tributed in nature, i.e. forwarding action is done locally,
with available routing information. Again, MPLS is the only
concept in which path setup is both centralized and
distributed.
Table 4
Features of multipath mechanisms.

Multipath in . . . Sign

Transport layer MPTCP in T

Network/Internet layer Source routing In h
Hop-by-hop routing Rou
Multi-topology routing MT
Bio-inspired routing Thr
Valiant’s routing Non
MPLS RSV
Software-Defined Networking e.g.
FAMTAR Rou

Data link layer SPB IS–I
TRILL IS–I
Network virtualization Non
5.3. Complexity and operating features of multipath
mechanisms

In the next step, we analyze all the presented mecha-
nisms, taking into account requirements related to signal-
ing, complexity of the overall mechanism, and the time
scale in which paths are established. The described solu-
tions are compared in Table 4. We start by stating whether
an exchange of signaling traffic is required to provide mul-
tipath transmissions in each analyzed approach. In source
routing, the required information is included and trans-
ported in headers of data packets. A similar situation is
seen in MPTCP where option fields in standard TCP headers
are used for signaling purposes. In hop-by-hop routing,
FAMTAR and network virtualization solutions, no addi-
tional exchange of signaling information for multipath
operation is necessary. In the first two cases, the forward-
ing table is already provided by routing protocols; in the
last case, virtual networks are created – frequently manu-
ally – and traffic can be sent through statically-determined
paths or through paths calculated by routing algorithms
used within a virtual network. Additionally, dedicated sig-
naling protocols are required for providing multipath in
both MPLS and multi-topology routing. In the former case
the RSVP-TE protocol is used, making it possible to estab-
lish MPLS LSPs, taking into account network constraint
parameters such as available bandwidth and explicit hops.
In the latter case the extensions to OSPF and IS–IS should
be introduced to support multiple topologies. In turn, only
minimal extension of the IS–IS protocol is necessary to
provide a multipath mechanism in the SPB approach.
Similarly, the TRILL needs some extensions. In Software-
Defined Networks a signaling protocol is needed to
exchange information between a controller and a device.
One of the most popular protocols is OpenFlow [40]. A dif-
ferent approach is used in bio-inspired routing, where sig-
naling information is exchanged through agents. In
Valiant’s routing, signaling is not required. A source node
only needs to know all two-hop paths to a destination,
and then it chooses one at random. Network virtualization
can be done by any mechanism enabling separation of
resources and, as a consequence, separation of transported
aling Mech. complexity Time scale

CP headers (Options) low Short

eaders Low Short
ting protocols Low Short

-OSPF, MT-IS–IS Medium Long
ough agents Medium to high Short
e Low Long
P-TE Medium Long
OpenFlow Medium Short
ting protocols Medium Short

S Low to medium Short
S Low to medium Short
e dedicated High Long
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traffic streams. As such, it is done by management rather
than signaling. Additionally, it is justified observation that
even if transport virtualization is considered, it is done by
mechanisms implemented in nodes.

The overall complexity of multipath mechanisms is
assessed in the next step. The proposed assessment is
rather subjective. It takes into account both the complexity
of algorithms for multipath computation and the complex-
ity of processes/algorithms required for using the candi-
date paths. The reference is the hop-by-hop routing for
which multipath processing is the native asset of routing
protocols. As such, path computation and load balancing
can be performed without any additional configuration,
apart from the required routing configuration. While pro-
viding multipath solutions for SPB, TRILL, source routing
and Valiant’s routing is relatively simple, other approaches
require additional operations. In the case of MPLS, an addi-
tional algorithm is used in the computation of constrained
paths and the RSVP-TE protocol is used for managing the
existing LSP paths and setting up new LSPs. Furthermore,
it is necessary to configure separate routing instances for
each topology on each node for the MTR solution to work.
In FAMTAR, it is necessary to maintain a list for flows
where the outgoing interfaces are written. The similar
approach is usually used in Software-Defined Networks.
However, in this case additional communication with the
central controller is needed. The most complex mechanism
is used for network virtualization, as it is decided at the
management plane. Some optimization processes need to
be launched to divide the available infrastructure
resources into the requested virtual networks. The MPTCP
technique presents yet another scenario. As MPTCP works
in the transport layer, no additional functionality is
required in the lower layers. Therefore, the complexity of
the analyzed mechanism is rather low.

The next comparison criterion is time scale. By time
scale we mean the estimated duration of established paths
(expected duration for paths in the ‘‘on’’ state) in non-fail-
ure network conditions. It does not include the time
required for path computation or setup. In the source and
hop-by-hop routing approaches, as well as in MPTCP, the
duration of the paths can be short, as new paths can be
found and started very quickly if required. A similar expla-
nation can be used for arguing that SPB or TRILL paths are
rather short, as new paths are provided using the IS–IS
routing protocol. In the case of MPLS networks, the set of
proposed paths is usually provided after performing a
complex optimization process. Taking this into account,
the paths are expected (under normal conditions) to work
for a relatively long time. The same arguments can be used
for justifying the statement about the long duration of
established paths in MTR, Valiant’s routing and network
virtualization solutions. In Software-Defined Networks
and in FAMTAR the paths are setup for flows. As a result,
the time scale is short.
6. Future of multipath routing

One of the most important applications of future net-
works seems to be in cloud computing. Another important
feature is the ability to efficiently reduce consumed energy
produced from fossil fuels. Both cloud computing and a
reduction of consumed energy mean that networking
infrastructures should be able to rapidly increase their
capacity.

For example, in order to reduce the amount of con-
sumed energy and to increase revenues, a network oper-
ator should be able to relocate the switching of data in
transit nodes to somewhere with green energy, perhaps
produced by a wind farm with strong wind, or to a loca-
tion with low exterior temperatures. This way the
amount of energy produced from fossil fuels or the total
energy used to decrease the temperature inside rooms
with networking equipment should be substantially
reduced.

Multipath routing is a promising solution addressing
challenges related to data centers and cloud services. They
require data transfers between nodes, server clusters or
data centers located in the same autonomous system or
in different, distant domains. Data centers require fast
and reliable transfers of large amounts of data. Cloud ser-
vices also rely on data transfer over the network, between
nodes operated by a single cloud provider as well as inter-
cloud communication. Resources such as virtual machines,
memory content and data sets. may need to be transferred,
usually within a strict time regime. Currently, data center-
based services as well as cloud services frequently face
dynamic changes of user demand, such as behavior influ-
enced by the users’ interactions on social networks (e.g.,
flash-crowd demands for content or resources). As a result,
establishing a cloud have a strong impact on the
demanded capacity for links around servers (or data cen-
ters) serving a given cloud. It is worth noting that a cloud
may be built for a short period, hence overprovisioning is
not an economical solution. Additionally, emerging scenar-
ios related to global service mobility requirements and the
rapid growth of mobile services results in new challenges
for cloud providers. In all the above sample cases, imple-
menting the service may face a bottleneck such as band-
width scarcity, congestion, violation of delay constraints,
or service or network unavailability. Such bottlenecks can
be avoided by using a multipath solution, which would
help by:

� increasing bandwidth between two end points (band-
widths of paths are summarized) – enable rapid trans-
fer of resources,
� choosing a path fulfilling specific QoS constraints (e.g.,

low delay path) – paths between a given endpoint pair
used by various services may be selected according to
QoS requirements,
� avoiding congestion on a single path (e.g., caused by

rapid growth of traffic due to content popularity) –
higher availability to users and improved Quality of
Experience (QoE),
� increasing service availability in case of path failure (by

having spare paths established in advance) – high ser-
vice availability, facilitated cloud management, internal
cloud operability maintained, better performance for
end-users,
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� quick distribution of popular content to more data cen-
ters, resulting in balancing server loads and spreading
the traffic to different parts of a network, thus avoiding
congestion – better QoE.

High QoS demands between a given pair of endpoints
may occasionally be difficult to guarantee if just a single
path is used. Adding a second path increases effective
bandwidth between those nodes. If a single node is not
capable of fulfilling all QoS requirements, they may be
met if more nodes are involved, therefore a multipath algo-
rithm is used. Because a portion of streams or packets is
sent over a new path, the traffic on the first path decreases.
Therefore, queues in nodes become shorter, which poten-
tially results in a decreased delay between the endpoints.
The traffic management may be realized in various ways.
Decisions on sending traffic over a given path may be taken
on a stream basis or packet by packet. In the first case,
streams of various services may be distinguished and rou-
ted over paths best meeting their QoS requirements, or all
streams may be treated equally and distributed over paths,
either randomly or according to the ISP’s traffic manage-
ment policy. If a decision on path selection is taken packet
by packet without recognizing streams, benefits still
include increased bandwidth and potentially reduced aver-
age delay, although jitter may be increased. Additionally, if
we consider explicit QoS reservations for some streams, it
is also easier to meet their QoS demands and serve more
streams with QoS guarantees. The QoS supporting capabil-
ities of multipath routing methods may be used for more
efficient implementation of Internet services, as well as
cloud management and traffic optimization.

In summary, specific requirements coming from the
application layer may be met by using multipath routing.
This offers path customization to application performance
requirements (also meant as QoS/QoE requirements),
increased end-to-end reliability, and congestion avoidance.

One can imagine solutions where some paths will be
activated on demand depending on the traffic load or qual-
ity requirements. Traffic between a pair of endpoints, gen-
erated by groups of services, can flow through different
paths, increasing the capacity of the core network. The
path can be established in advance and activated when
needed, or created when a request for more network
resources appears. Mobile operators may differentiate ser-
vice quality requirements by establishing separate paths
for different services. Each cell can be connected to the
same data center by a few paths. A selected path can be
used by a specific service. A few non-overlapping prede-
fined paths between a cell and data center enable flexible
usage of network resources.

The relative location of the content and mobile user
may be important. By choosing the content in user proxim-
ity, network resources can be saved. Presently, many data
centers are based on virtualization technologies (cloud
computing). A handover performed by a mobile user may
change the proximity relation between data center and
user. The new cell may be closer to another data center,
therefore handover may be an incentive for virtual
machine migration. Services requiring fast virtual machine
migration and fast data synchronization, such as gaming,
may use dedicated, separate paths between the cell and a
new data center. Normal traffic is transferred through
other paths connecting the cell and data center.

The architecture of the Future Internet is related to the
Internet of Things and the Internet of Services. Currently,
the Internet is dominated by human–human interactions
and human–machine interactions. In the future it is
expected that machine–machine interactions will generate
a notable part of all Internet traffic. The smart-city idea is a
good example of interacting devices. It is very probable
that multipath transmission will be used by communicat-
ing sensors and other devices. One can imagine a situation
where transmission from different sensors located in the
same network region may require different paths to the
same server. It may happen that data generated by some
of the mentioned sensors requires strict time scheduling,
and that transfer must not be disturbed by other transfers
on the way to the server. This can be achieved by establish-
ing a separate path with appropriate parameters. It is
expected that automatic procedures for path setup, con-
trolled by sensors or other nodes, will be invented.

6.1. Challenges and requirements for optimal multipath
architectures

Multi-topology functionality may be implemented in
several ways. In this section, we present the main prob-
lems of solutions described in this paper, and present
requirements for optimal multipath architectures. Our
observations are summarized in Table 5.

� Scalability
Scalability is an important issue in networks that grow
rapidly. To solve this, network devices are usually
upgraded or replaced by new ones. However, adding
new hardware to solve the problem of inefficient scala-
bility in an optimal network architecture is
recommended.
� Manageability

Manageability is an important feature in current net-
works because of the growing complexity of networks.
The more sophisticated the network, the richer the set
of services and functions. It also means a higher degree
of virtualization and increased difficulties in effectively
managing a network. It is not trivial to manage a net-
work with a rich set of interactions between each
component.
� Reliability

In modern network architectures, the multipath con-
cept enables transmission by using several paths at
the same time, as well as offering efficient protection
and restoration functionality. To ensure proper trans-
mission in a network, even when failures occur, addi-
tional resources should be available. Moreover, the
available resources should be used effectively.
� Cost

The cost of network operation should be minimized in
current and future networks. To deal with this problem,
network operators should use network resources as
effectively as possible. Moreover, they should imple-
ment devices with low operational costs.



Table 5
Challenges and requirements for optimal multipath architectures.

Challenges to existing multipath architectures Requirements for optimal multipath
architectures

Scalability To upgrade or replace existing hardware To add more devices or components to increase
computing power and capacity

Manage-ability To react effectively to network or client needs To manage a higher number of connections and
interactions between network components

Reliability To ensure co-existence of protection/
restoration mechanisms with multipath
algorithms

To ensure sufficient network resources and
efficient reliability mechanisms

Cost To minimize cost of new devices To ensure effective network architecture which
delivers scalable bandwidth at a rational cost

Power consumption To reduce power consumption by usually
overprovisioned network resources

To ensure that power consumption is as low as
possible and power is not consumed
unnecessarily by excessive paths

Fault tolerance To eliminate or reduce failures of network
elements

Protection/restoration mechanisms ensure
short breaks in transmission and high
performance when failure occurs

Mobile network demands To react to different user demands in order to
avoid transmission problems related to
bandwidth shortage and QoS

To selectively deliver specific services to
chosen regions of a mobile network

Time synchronization To synchronize in time network nodes and
services

To make a distinction between time scheduling
for different services and nodes in order to
separately deliver a time reference signal for
different services and nodes

Robustness To cope with path heterogeneity, throughput
fluctuations, and jitter

To deal with persistent reordering of data
packets
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� Power consumption
Reduction of power consumption in networks is cur-
rently a hot topic. This issue is related to the previous
one, and indicates that network operators should
implement devices whose operation ensures a high effi-
ciency in relation to consumed power.
� Fault tolerance

This item is related to reliability. Each network element
is a potential point of failure. It is recommended that
network operators implement reliable hardware whose
protection/restoration mechanisms operate efficiently.
� Mobile network demands

Services offered to mobile users by mobile operators
impose high bandwidth and QoS management require-
ments. The mobile core network must react to user
demands, and connections between radio access nodes,
core nodes and data sources (data centers, clouds) need
to be managed in a very flexible way. Different traffic
levels and different services may be delivered to the
same localization following different paths. Many ser-
vices are constructed in a distributed way (distributed
application) and the resources comprising the service
can be acquired from distinct locations; as a result, at
times a few specific paths should be chosen for a partic-
ular service delivered to one cell.
� Time synchronization

Many services and network operating nodes require
time synchronization. This is very important in mobile
networks. It is expected that the Internet of Things will
impose strict conditions on time-scheduled applica-
tions and devices working in a synchronized mode. A
few communication channels between devices may be
required, some with specific synchronization and others
without. This may be achieved by establishing multiple
paths between devices with different time synchroniza-
tion parameters.
� Robustness

The requirement related to robustness states that mul-
tipath solution should be able to deal with persistent
reordering of data packets caused by traffic fluctuations
or changes in network capacity or topology. Moreover,
the multipath solution should provide an aggregation
benefit, e.g., a throughput improvement in comparison
with a single path solution.

Other challenges of multipath transmission in wired
networks are related to congestion control and traffic engi-
neering. The authors of RFC 6077 [84] claim that efficient
congestion control mechanisms for multipath transmis-
sions should lead to significant benefits related to resil-
ience and resource usage. However, it is necessary to
understand interactions with network controlled routing
schemas and traffic engineering when planning and devel-
oping congestion control schemas for multipath transmis-
sion. We should be aware that, when multipath
transmission is available, an end node may divide its flows
into subflows which may result in more efficient transmis-
sion of its traffic. On the other hand, this may also lead to
problems with fairness in the network. The authors of [85]
explain that fairness in congestion is one of the most
important requirements which multipath congestion con-
trol mechanisms should meet.

Another goal which should be achieved when multipath
is possible is resource pooling. A node which transmits its
traffic through several paths should send as much traffic as
possible by non-congested paths. It is also very important
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to make a proper decision when dividing a flow into sub-
flows should it be available and how to assign subflows
to the paths and schedule their traffic in a fair regime.
Interaction between the end systems and routing protocols
and policies may also play an important role in multipath
transmission. Usually, the end systems are not informed
about all possible paths among nodes or even whether
the multipath capability is available in a network.

As we can see, multipath transmission may result in
more effective traffic assignment in a network. However,
still many challenges are open and research and develop-
ment work is necessary to propose new, efficient solutions.

7. Conclusion

Establishing multiple paths between network endpoints
has obvious advantages. However, it is also associated with
certain costs. We have shown that there are many ways of
supporting multipath transmissions in IP networks and
that it is an easy way of increasing throughput and resil-
ience. As such, why are network operators so reluctant to
use multipath transmissions, even though there are numer-
ous established and mature options? It is not because they
are not aware of them. Rather, it is due to the fact that oper-
ators want to be in full control of the traffic.

It is currently common practice that after optimal paths
have been established by a routing protocol, operators
supersede some of those paths by creating MPLS tunnels.
This is manual traffic engineering. One of the reasons
behind it is the need to reroute a portion of the traffic,
thereby reducing congestion somewhere in the network.
This would not be necessary if multipath transmissions
were commonly used. Unfortunately, this is one of the net-
work management operations that are predominantly still
done manually.

In this paper we have shown that there are many
options when it comes to providing multipath transmis-
sions. We believe that in a situation where network
resources are scarce, the operators will be more interested
in employing multipath transmission, as this is the cheap-
est method of increasing network efficiency.
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